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Abstract 
n-dimensional lattice paths which do not touch the hyperplanes xi-xi + I = - 1, i = 1,2, , n - 1, and 
x,-x1 = - 1 -K arc enumerated by certain statistics, one of which is MacMahon’s major index, the 
others being variations of it. By a reflection-like proof, a formula involving determinants is obtained. 
It is a q-extension of Filaseta’s (1985) expression for the number of elections in a specific ballot 
problem. 
1. Introduction 
Filaseta [2] considered the following ballot problem. Let al, u2, . . ..a. and 
tt,tz, . . . . t, be positive integers such that 
ai<aj-,+ti for i=l,2 ,..., n, 
where we take a0 = a, in the case i = 1. Suppose n candidates Al, AZ, . . . , A, in an 
election in which candidate Ai received ai votes, i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let Ai denote the 
number of votes Ai received after the first m votes have been cast, i = 1,2, . . . , n. How 
many possible elections are there such that 
Ai(m)<Ai_,(m)+ti for i=l,2 ,..., n and m=l,2 ,..., 
where again we take Ao(m)= A,(m) in the case i= 1. Using an analytical argument, 
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Filaseta obtained the following expression for this number of elections: 
.2’i:z (al + ... +a,)! det (l/bij!), (1.1) l<i,j<n 
u,+...+u,=o 
where 
bij=Uj+ui ~ t,+ i: t,- ~ t,. 
v=l v=l v=1 
This ballot problem is equivalent to the problem of counting n-dimensional lattice 
pathsfromOtoa=(a,,a,,..., a,), consisting of positive unit steps, which do not touch 
any one of the hyperplanes 
Xi=Xi_1+ti for i=l,2,...,n, (1.2) 
where again x0:=x,. This is seen by interpreting a path p from 0 to a by an election in 
which the mth vote is a vote for candidate Aj if and only if the mth step in the path p is 
a step in the xj-direction. 
In this paper we consider the problem of counting paths from 0 to a which do not 
touch any one of the hyperplanes in (1.2) by MacMahon’s [S] greater index, which 
nowadays frequently is called major index. (To be precise, we consider the equivalent 
problem of counting lattice paths from p to A not touching any one of the hyperplanes 
in (2.2) and (2.3).) The counting formula (Theorem 3.1 in Section 3) which we obtain is 
a q-analogue of (1.1). Besides, this result generalizes previous ones of one of the 
authors [4]. It is easily seen that, using the terminology of Gessel and Zeilberger [3], 
Filaseta’s result solves the problem of counting lattice paths consisting of positive unit 
steps in a Weyl chamber corresponding to the affine root system S(A,). Hence, our 
results give a solution for the problem of q-counting lattice paths in a Weyl chamber 
of S(A,). The key for proving Theorem 3.1 lies in extending the proof method of [4] 
to this generalized path enumeration problem. Since this method heavily relies 
on Zeilberger’s [6] reflection proof for the classical n-candidate ballot problem, 
the first thing to be done is to give a reflection proof of Filaseta’s formula (1.1). This is 
the contents of Section 4. (In fact, the arguments in Section 4 are just the same as those 
in the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] but specialized to S(A,).) Section 2 contains all 
relevant definitions. Finally, in Section 5, we give the bijections which replace the 
reflections of Section 4, thus establishing a combinatorial proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Section 6 presents an extension of Theorem 3.1 to a family of major-like statistics 
(Theorem 6.1). This result does not only include the case of counting by MacMahon’s 
greater index as special case, which is discussed in the preceding section, but also 
the corresponding result for counting lattice paths by MacMahon’s lesser index 
[S, p. 1361. 
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2. Definitions 
We use the usual multidimensional notation. If 1= (I”, , AZ, . . ., A,) and 
p=(pL1,pZ ,..., ~L,),then)IZI=~~,+I,+...+~,,IZ-~=(~”,-~L1,~.2--~ ,..., A,-p,),and 
(‘:‘)=IAI!/A,!n,!... A,!. If Sinai for all i= 1,2, ..,,y1, we write J.>p. 
Let q be an indeterminate. The q-notations we need are [a] =( 1 -q’), 
[m]!=[m].[m-l]...[l], [O]!=l, and [‘:‘]=[lnl]!/[A1]! [&]!...[&I!. 
In the sequel, we assume K to be an arbitrary fixed positive integer. Let K, stand for 
the set of all n-tuples I of integers with 
113A22...>3,,>A1-K. 
Let S, denote the symmetric group of order n. Given ~JES,, we write I, for 
(L(l), &l(2), ...> &,,). For the set of all permutations of the multiset (1”) 2P2, . . . , np*} 
(the multiset consisting of pi copies of i, i= 1,2, . . . . n), we write S(p). 
Throughout this paper, a lattice path p will be a finite sequence (p(O), p(l), . . . , p(L)) 
of points p(i) in the integer lattice Z”, where p(i)~Z” and p(i+ 1)-p(i)= Ej for somej, 
1 <j d n, i = 0, 1,2, . . . Ej stands for the vector with the jth coordinate being equal to 1, 
all other being equal to 0. [p(i)], will denote the kth coordinate of the ith point on the 
path p. A lattice path p from ,D to I can be symbolized by a pair (p(, x), where p=p(O) 
and XES(A -p). n is obtained by proceeding along the path, starting at its first point p, 
and successively writing a k for each step in the xk-direction. To be precise, 
n=711...7tL,whereL=II-pIand7ci=kifandonlyifp(i)-p(i-1)=E,.Conversely,if 
a path p is given by (,H, n), the points of p are determined by 
P(i)=Y+ i Ek.I(r: l<r<i and n,=k}l. 
k=l 
(2.1) 
To give an example, take n = 3 and p. =((l, 2, l), (1,2,2), (1,2,3), (2,2,3), (2,3,3), 
(3,3,3)). Then p. is symbolized by the pair ((1,2, l), 33121). 
By N(,P+~), we denote the set of all lattice paths from p to 1. We write N(,u-+~)’ for 
the set of all lattice paths from p to 1 whose points all lie in K,. For 1,p~K, the set 
N(y+l)+ is equal to the set of all lattice paths fromp to i, which do not touch any one 
of the hyperplanes 
Xi-Xi+l=-1, i-l,2 ,..., n-l (2.2) 
and 
x,,-x1= -1-K. (2.3) 
Let Hi denote the hyperplane Xi-Xi+ 1 = - 1, i= 1,2,. .., n- 1, H, denote the hyper- 
plane in (2.3), and let Ri be the reflection with respect to Hi, i = 1,2, . . . , n. N(,u+l)- 
stands for the set of all lattice paths from p to i, which touch at least one of the 
hyperplanes in (2.2) and (2.3). 
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Next, for a given multiset permutation z = x1 zn2 ... zL, we define the major statistics 
by 
L-l 
maj,= 1 i’X(7Ci>71i+l). 
i=l 
(x(A)= 1 if A is true and x(A)=0 otherwise.) Having in mind the representation of 
a lattice path p by a pair (a, 7-c), we extend maj to lattice paths by defining 
maj p = maj 71, if p =(,u, 7~). Finally, we introduce the generating function 
G(,u+& q)=c qmajP, 
P 
where the sum is taken over all p~N(p+il). Analogously, 
G(/w~; q)+ =c qmajP, 
P 
where the sum is over all ~EN(,u-+I~)+, and 
G(/J+~; q)- =c qmajP, 
P 
where the sum is over all p~N(p+i)-. 
3. Formulation of the theorem 
In Section 1 it was shown that Filaseta’s ballot problem is equivalent with the 
problem of counting all lattice paths from 0 to a which do not touch any one of the 
hyperplanes in (1.2). Let y=(y,,y,, . . . . yn) be an element of Z,. By performing the 
transformation y+z, where 
yi=Zi+ i t,-i fori=l2 n 3 9 ..., > 
V=l 
it is seen that the above lattice path counting problem is equivalent with the problem 
of counting all lattice paths from p to i, which do not touch any one of the hyperplanes 
in (2.2) and (2.3), where 
/Li=i- i t,, 
V=l 
li=Ui+i- i t, 
v=l 
and 
K= i t,-n. 
V=l 
The major counting extension of this counting problem, which is proved in Section 5, 
is the following theorem. 
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Table 1 
n majn=majp 7c majrr=majp 
2312321 13 2323121 12 
2312312 I 2231231 9 
2312231 8 
2321231 11 2231312 8 
2321312 10 2231321 14 
2321321 16 2233112 4 
2323112 6 2233121 10 
Theorem 3.1. Let I,~E K, and i, 3,~. The generating function C q”‘“’ p, where the sum is 
over all lattice paths from p to 1 which do not touch any one of the hyperplanes in (2.2) 
and (2.3), is given by 
W-&q)+= c CIA-all! det (4 T(s,f,“,p)/[/Zs-S-~t+t-(K+n)us]!), 
ueu, l<s,t<n 
where U, is the set of all n-tuples u=(ul,uz, . . ..u.) of integers with u1 +...+u,=O, and 
T(s, t,u,A=(pLt- t)(s- t)+(n- l)u,(~,- t)+(K +n)((n- 1); u,” +su,). 
The special case K > 11-,~1 (this is the corresponding result for counting lattice 
paths which do not touch any of the hyperplanes in (2.2)) has previously appeared in 
[4, Theorem 11. 
To give a concrete example, take n = 3, K = 2, p = (1, - 1, - 1) and I, = (3,2,1). We 
want to count all paths p from (1, - 1, - 1) to (3,2,1) with respect to the major index 
which do not touch x1 -x2 = - 1, x2 -x3 = - 1, and x3 -x1 = -3. Let such a path be 
represented by p =((l, - 1, - l), n) as was explained above. Table 1 lists all possibilities 
of rr together with the corresponding major values. 
Hence. 
G((1, -1,-l)+(3,2,1))+=q4+q6+q7+2q8+q9+2q’o+q11 
+q’z+q’3+q’4+q’6, 
which agrees with the claimed expression in Theorem 3.1 as can be easily checked. 
4. The reflection proof 
Let I, FE K, and Iz >,p. For the number of all lattice paths from c to 1, G(,u+~; l), we 
have 
G(p+1; l)= (4.1) 
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Following Zeilberger [6], for cr~,S,, we define 
e,=(l-a(l),2-(r(2),...,n-cr(n)). 
We are going to construct a bijection between 
and 
,IJ, N(p,+e,+(K+n)u+i)-, 
ueu, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
which proves 
u G&+ee,+(K+n)u+l; l)- = c G(~,+e,+(K+n)u+lZ; l)-. (4.4) 
0 even d odd 
“SU, “El,” 
This is done by application of the reflection principle. Consider a lattice path p of 
N(,M~+~,+(K +n)p+1)-. Let Hj be the last hyperplane of those in (2.2) and (2.3) 
which the path p meets. If j< n- 1, reflection with respect to Hj has the effect 
Rj(X~,...,Xj,Xj+~,...,X,)=(X~,...,Xj+~-l,Xj+l,...,X,), 
while reflection with respect to H, yields 
(4.5) 
MxI,xz,...> ~,_~,x,,)=(x,+K+l,x~ ,..., x,-1,xI-K-l). (4.6) 
Hence, for j < n - 1, we have 
Rj(~,+e,+(K+n)u)=~(,(j.j+l)+e,(j,j+l)+(K+n)u(j), 
where u(j) = (u I,...) ZJ~+I,U~ )..., u”), and ifj=n, 
R,(~u,+e,+(K+n)u)=/l,(l,,,+e,(l,,,+(K+n)u’”’, 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
where u(“)=(u,+l,~~ ,..., u,_ I,~1 - 1). ((g,h) is the transposition which exchanges 
g and h. An expression of the form a(g, h) means the composition c 0 (g, h) of the 
permutations r~ and (g, h).) Therefore, replacing the portion of the path p until the last 
meeting with Hj by its reflection with respect to Hj, turns p into a path of 
N(~L,(j,j+l)+e,(j,j+l)+(K+n)u (j)+l)- if j < n - 1; in the case j= n, by this reflection, 
we obtain a path of N(/l,o,n)+eO(l,n) + (K + n)u(")-+l)- Since the reflected path again 
meets Hj as last hyperplane, and its last meeting point is the same, renewed applica- 
tion of this reflection procedure would give the original path. Therefore, this mapping 
in fact is an involution which consequently defines the desired bijection between the 
sets (4.2) and (4.3). This implies that (4.4) holds. 
Since, because of ,ueK,, for a#id or u#O, we have 
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we get 
N(&+e,+(K+n)u+l)- =N(/&+e,+(K+n)u+l) 
for a#id or u#O. 
Therefore, by consecutive use of (4.4), (4.9), and (4.1), we have 
G(pu-A; l)+ = G(p-+I; l)- G(a-A; l)- 
= G(p+I; l)- G(p+l; l)- 
+ c sgnaG(/1,+e,+(K+n)u~l; l)- 
UES, 
USLJ, 
=,z 
sgn~G(p,+e,+(K+n)u~l; 1) 
” 
ueu, 
= c iA--/~I!det(l/(;l,-s-pL,+t-(K+n)u,)!). 
USU” 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
5. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
To prove Theorem 3.1, the reflection procedure of Section 4 must be modified 
because, when reflecting a part of a lattice path, nothing can be said about the major 
of its image. Therefore, in order to extend the reflection proof to q# 1, we construct 
a map q, which sends the initial point of a path to the same point as the reflection 
procedure would do, but is (in a certain sense) also maj-preserving. Let the weight w(p) 
of a path p~N(p,+e,+(K+n)u+A) be defined by 
w(P)=qE;=, j%J(skp) maj P 4 2 (5.1) 
where T(s, t, u,,H) is the number given in Theorem 3.1. What we are going to do, is to 
construct a weight-preserving bijection cp between the two sets (4.2) and (4.3), which 
sends the initial point of a path to the same point as the reflection procedure would do. 
Now, let ~EN(,H~ + e, + (K + n)u-+l)-. First, suppose that the path p meets Hj as 
the last hyperplane of those in (2.2) and (2.3), and j< n- 1. In [4], a mapping C#J was 
given satisfying the following properties (cf. [4, Definition 3, p. 145 (3), (4), (5.25)]: 
(1) @ acts on paths which meet one of the hyperplanes Hj, 1 < j<n- 1. 
(2) If the path @N(j-+a- meets Hj as the last hyperplane, j<n-1, then 
@(P)EN(Rj(C()+I)- and 
maj@(~)=maj~-~j+~j+l-l. 
(3) Qi is an involution. 
(5.2) 
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For p satisfying the above properties we define 
V(P) := Q(P). 
By (2) this immediately implies 
PEN(~,(j,j+l)+e,(j,j+l)+(K+n)u’j’~~)-, 
with the u(j) of Section 4. Moreover, using the weight property (5.2), we obtain 
W(cp(P))=qC:= 1 %(hj+ l))(s),u0,8)qmaj(~(p)) 
=,~:_, T(s.(a(s),u,r)-r,cj+l,+u(j+l)+~.cj,-u(j)+(K+n)(u,uj+l) 
x4 
majp-~,,j,-j+a(j)-(K+n)uj+~,,j+,,+j+l-u(j+1)+(K+n)uj+l-l 
= W(P). (5.3) 
Now suppose that p meets H, as last hyperplane. To define q(p) in this case, we 
proceed in a manner analogous to [4, Section 51. Given a multiset permutation 
?r=7r17t2 “‘7tL, 7ciE{1,2,..., n}, we define the difference function d.(rc, i) by 
d,(n,i)=I{r: r<i and rc,.=n}l-j{(r: rbi and rc,=l}l. 
C&(X, i) is the difference between the number of n’s and the number of l’s in rcl 7~~~~9~~. 
In the following two definitions, two auxiliary maps, 9, and W,, are introduced. 9,, 
has the effect of changing a single step in the x,-direction into a step in x,-direction, 9” 
has the reverse effect. 
Definition 5.1. Let n=rcl 7c2...7tL be a multiset permutation where the function 
i+d,(rc, i) does not reach its minimal value at i=O or i= L. Let k be the smallest 
integer, 1 <k < L - 1, where the function i+d,(rc, i) reaches its minimal value. In other 
words, 
i < k implies d.(rc, i) > d,(n, k), 
i 2 k implies d”(rc, i) > d,(q k). 
Obviously, rck = 1. This given, we define _!Zn by: 
(A) If 7~ satisfies 
n,>71,+1~...~71k-1~1<71k+1~...~~f>711+1, 
where l<e+l<f<L, and either (a) e+l<k<for (b) k=e+l and 71,>7~,+~, then 
Zn(7r)=7r1 ... n,7z,+i “‘71&i &+r . ..71/nn/+. “‘XL. 
(B) If 7~ satisfies 
71,<7c,+1>‘.. >%1>1<%+1, 
where l<e+l<k<L and r~~_~<z~+i, then 
~“(n)=711”‘~,n7c,+,“‘n,-1~k+l...~L. 
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(By convention, if i>j, the symbol Xi ... rcj means the empty word. For the detailed 
conventions of how to read the inequality chains, we refer the reader to [4, Section 51.) 
Definition 5.2. Let rcl 7r2 ... rrL be a multiset permutation where d,(rc,L) exceeds the 
minimal value of the function i-+d,(rc, i) by at least two. Let (r - 1) be the largest 
integer, 0 <r - 16 L - 1, where i+d,(rr, i) reaches its minimal value, i.e. 
i < r - 1 implies f&(x, i) 2 d,(z, r - l), 
i>r-1 implies d,(rc,i)>d,(z,r-1). 
Then rc, = n. This given we define .!2& by 
(A) If rc satisfies 
71,>71,+1~...~n,_l<n~~,+~~...~~~>~~+~, 
where l<e+l<f<L and either (a) e+l<r<for (b) r=fand ~/_~>7t~+~, then 
~~(71)=~1...7C,171,+1...~,_,71,+,...7(~7(f+1...71L. 
(B) If rc satisfies 
7(,_1<n>n,+,>...>nSd7(f+1, 
where l<r<f<L and rc_1<7c,+1, then 
9)n(n)=n1 ..’ rc,_ 17c,+ 1.” rcrl”J+r “‘7rL. 
Following the lines of [4, Section 51, it can be shown that 2’,, and 92, are well 
defined, and that 
Besides, from the definition of Y,, and 9, it is easily seen that for any multiset 
permutation rc there holds 
maj Y,(rc) = maj 3?“(n) = maj rt. (5.4) 
Now we are able to define q(p) for p meeting H, as last hyperplane. Let 
p = (pm + e, + (K + n)u, n), then 
~&)=@,(p,+e,+(K + n)u), =YtPfi@*K*p+)(7c)), (5.5) 
where 
E(~,K,~,u)=C~,+e,+(K+n)u],-[~,+e,+(K+n)u],+K+l 
=k+++n--a(n)-k(i)- 1 +a(l)+(K+n)(u,-ui)+K+ 1. 
If the exponent E(a, K, p,u) in (5.5) is negative, by Y~(b*K,P,Y) we mean 9;E(u*K,P,U). 
It can be shown that v, is well defined, the endpoint of q(p) is the same as that of p, 
the last meeting point with H, is the same as that of p, and that the portion of the path 
after this last meeting point remains unchanged. Hence, by (4.8), 
(P(P)EN(~,(,,,,+e,(,,,,+(K+n)u’“’~l)-, 
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with the u(“) of Section 4. Moreover, by (5.4) obviously we have 
maj q,(p) = maj p. (5.6) 
It is easy to see that this definition again establishes an involution. Therefore, using 
(5.6) we obtain 
W(rp(P))=qZzZ, T(s,(a(l,n))(s),u'"',~)q""j(ul(p)) 
,,c:=, T(s,o(s),u,p)+(n--I)(~c,(,,-u(l)) 
x9 
4np1)(P,,", ~a(n))+(n-l)(~,,",-o(n))-(n-l)(~,(,,-o(l)) 
x4 
(K+n)((“-1)~(2u”+l-2u,+l)-(n-l)“,+l+(rt-l)u,-n) 
x qM P 
= w(p). (5.7) 
To give an example, take 12 = 3, K = 2, p = (1, - 1, - l), 1= (3,2, l), g = (123) (in cycle 
notation), and u = (LO, - 1). Then ,u,, + e, + (K + n)u = (3, - 2, - 2). Consider the path 
p0 = ((3, - 2, - 2), 2233223). This path only touches the hyperplane H3, which is given 
by x,-xl = - 3 (cf. (2.3)). The meeting points are (3,0,0), (3,1,0), and (3,2,0), the last 
meeting point being (3,2,0). To apply the mapping Ed, first we observe that 
E((123),2,(1, - 1, - l),(l,O, -l))= -2. 
Hence, we have 
&,,)=(R,(3, -2, -2), 9’5(2233223))=((1, -2,0),&?$(2233223)). 
Using Definition 5.2(A) (e = 0, r = 3, f= 4) we obtain ~%~(2233223) = 1223223, and by 
Definition 5.2(B) (r =4,f= 5), g3(1223223)= 1222123. Hence, cp(pe)=((l, -2,O), 1222123). 
Obviously, the final point of p0 again is (3,2,1). cp(pO) meets H3 as the last hyperplane, 
just as p0 did. Again (3,2,0) is the last meeting point with H3 and after this point 
nothing was changed. Moreover, we have maj p. = maj cp(po) = 4. Similarly, using 
Definition 5.1(B) (e=3, k=5) would give _1Y~(1222123)= 1223223, and using 
Definition 5.1(A) (e = 0, k = 1, f= 4) would give aP,( 1223223) = 2233223. This estab- 
lishes cp(~~~p(p~))=p~, which must be satisfied, since q is an involution. 
Summarizing, the map q maps elements of the set in (4.2) onto elements of the set in 
(4.3) and vice versa. Since it is an involution it is a bijection. Moreover, it is weight- 
preserving with respect to w. Therefore, the equation which generalizes (4.4) reads 
c ,z:=, m+)>4B) 
G(p,+e,+(K+n)u+l;q)- 
0 eYe” 
USU” 
(5.8) 
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The q-analogue of (4.1) is MacMahon’s well-known result [l, Theorem 3.7, p. 421, 
which in our notation is 
G(P+I; q)= 
IA-PI 
[ 1 I-p ’ 
(5.9) 
Successive use of (5.8), (4.9), and (5.9) gives 
G(p+A;q)+ =G(p-l;q)-G(p+rZ;q)- 
=G(p+l;q)-G(pI;q)- 
+ 1 sgnaq ~:=,T(s.o(s),u,r)G(p,+e,+(K+n)u~l;q)- 
ass, 
ue& 
= 
c 
sgnoq~:=’ m>+Lu,d IA-PI 
UESn I-po-e,-((K+n)u 1 aeu, 
= c CIA-all !Wq ““,‘,“,“‘/[~s-~~-s+t-(K+n)u,]!), 
USC” 
which exactly is the expression in Theorem 3.1. 
6. An extension of Theorem 3.1 
In this section we extend Theorem 3.1, which is a theorem about major counting, to 
other, major-like statistics. To motivate the following considerations, recall that 
MacMahon not only dealt with the major (i.e. greater) index but also with what he 
called the ‘lesser index’ [S, p. 1361. This lesser index, which we denote by maj’, of 
a multiset permutation 71 =x1 zn2 ... zL is defined by 
L-l 
maj’n= 1 i’X(7ci<~i+,). 
i=l 
While for the major index each j with nj> 71j+ 1makes a contribution, for the lesser 
index it is each j with 7Cj<7Cj+ 1 which makes a contribution. One also could roughly 
say that taking the lesser index is nothing but taking the major index where the order 
1<2<...<nofthenumbers{1,2,...,n}hasbeenchangedinto1>2>...>n.Having 
this idea in mind, it is also reasonable to consider other total orders of { 1,2, . . . , n} and 
to take major index with respect to these orders. Thus, for each II one obtains a set of 
n! different major variants, the original major index and the lesser index being only 
two of them. 
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To be more precise, we proceed as follows. Given a specific total order 
. . 
z1<12<...<in of the set (1,2 ,..., n}, let the permutation z be defined by r(ij):=j, 
j= 1,2 > ... > n. Then taking the major index of a multiset permutation rc=rci znz ... rcL 
with respect to the order ii < i2 < ... <i,, is just the same as maj(r(z,)z(zz) ... r(~)). 
This leads to the following definition. 
Let r be a fixed permutation, ZES,. We extend r to multiset permutations 
7r=?c1712 ... rrL which satisfy XiE{ 1,2,. . . , n} by 
5(7r)=t(7ri)r(712)... T(7TL). 
The action oft on a path p = (a rr) is defined by z(p) = (a, r(x)). Now we introduce the 
following permutation-indexed statistics: 
maj, p := maj r(p). (6.1) 
Obviously, maj, is identical with the major index, while for z,, given by 
zo(i)=n+ 1 -i the statistics majro coincides with MacMahon’s lesser index. 
To give another example, take 
n=3, rcl = 1223213. 
This choice of r1 corresponds to the total order 3 < 1~ 2. We have maj,, rci = 
3+5+6=14. 
The same idea as that which was used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 also serves to 
establish an analogous result for counting N(p -1)’ by maj,. In fact, the result for the 
generating function 1 q”“jr p almost looks to be identical, except that the powers of 
q are changed according to the choice of r. 
Theorem 6.1. Let 1,p~K, and 12,~. The generating function C qmajrP, where the sum is 
over all lattice paths from ,u to 3, which do not touch any one of the hyperplanes in (2.2) 
and (2.3) is given by 
“5 CIA-all! det (4 T~(“~‘,“~“)/[n,-s-~L,+t-(K+n)u,]!). 
n l<s,fSn 
The exponents Tr(s, t,u,p) are given by 
s-l 
T&,t,u,a)=(pt-t) 1 c(j)+u,(p,-t) i c(j) 
j=t j=l 
+(K+n) $ .i c(j)+uSSil c(j) , 
J-1 j=l 
where c(j)= x(z( j)< T( j+ l)), and where we adopt the convention that If=: aj=O, and 
Cj”Z: aj= -If=: aj whenever k<l. By z(n+ 1) here and in the sequel, we mean r(l). 
Analogous conventions will be assumed for n + 1 appearing as a subscript: u”+ 1:= pI, etc. 
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Proof (Sketch). In analogy with (5.1) let the weight w,(p) of a path PEN@, +e,+ 
(K + n)u+A) be defined by 
w,(p) = qr:=, Trh m w) 
4, P 4 . (6.2) 
Let PEN (pO + e, + (K + n) u-+A)- be a path which meets Hj as last hyperplane of those 
in (2.2) and (2.3). Suppose that there are mappings $j which satisfy the following 
properties: 
(1) ~j acts on paths which meet Hj as last hyperplane. 
(2) If@N(p+z)- meets Hj as last hyperplane, then $j@)EN(Rj(/l)+Jlj- and $j(p) 
also meets Hj as last hyperplane. 
(3) The action of It/j changes maj, according to 
maj, $j(P) = 
i 
maj,p-c(j)(jj-fij+,+l) l<j<n-1, 
maj,p-c(n)@-j& + 1 +K) j=n, 
(6.3) 
with c(j)=x(z(j)<z(j+l)). 
(4) ll/j is an involution. 
Then simple calculations show that ~j(P)EN(P,(j,j+l)+e,(j,j+l)+(K+n)u’j’,jl)- 
with u(j) being defined in Section 4. Moreover, W,(ll/j(p))= w,(p). Let the mapping qr, 
which acts on elements of the union of the sets in (4.2) and (4.3), be defined as follows: 
If an element of the union of the sets in (4.2) and (4.3) meets Hj as last hyperplane of 
those in (2.2) and (2.3), then the image of this path under application of cpz is given by 
applying $j to this path. (pT is seen to be an involution, and hence a bijection between 
the sets in (4.2) and (4.3). Besides, it is weight-preserving with respect to w,. Computa- 
tions which proceed analogously to those in (5.8)-(5.10) would complete the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
It remains to construct those mappings $j. The idea is as follows. 
If r(j)< t(j+ 1) modify Definitions 1 and 2 of [4] such that Lj changes a single 
r( j+ 1) into z(j), Rj changes a single r(j) into a r(j+ l), and 
Rjo Lj= Ljo Rj=id, maj Lj(7C) = maj rc - 1, maj Rj(n) = maj rr + 1 
Then for a path p = (p, rc) which meets Hj as last hyperplane, $j is given by 
If N is negative, by Lr we mean RjN. Similarly, if z(j) > r(j + l), modify 
Definitions 3 and 4 of [4] such that ~j changes a r(j+ 1) into a z(j), ~j changes a r(j) 
into a r(j+ l), and 
maj Li(n) = maj Rj(n) = maj 7c. 
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In this case, ll/j is given by 
with the analogous convention concerning negative exponents of Lj. 0 
Setting z =T, in Theorem 6.1 yields the corresponding result for counting N(,H+~)+ 
by the lesser index. 
Corollary 6.2. Let jl,,u~ K, and I>,u. The generating function C q”“” p, where the sum is 
over all lattice paths from ,u to Iz which do not touch any of the hyperplanes in (2.2) and 
(2.3), is given by 
c CIA-PII! det (qT”S’f’U,p’/[~S-~--_~+t-(K+n)u,]!), 
lieu, 14s, t<n 
where 
T’(s,t,u,p)=u&--t)+(K+n)iuz. 
The special case K > 1 A-pi has been proved previously in [4, Theorem 41. 
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